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THE CAST (in order of speaking)—

Marian Clancy.................................................................................. Merlie Cooney
Patrick Clancy................................................................. John Sasek
Pet ......................................................................................... Virginia Cooney
Ducky ......................................................................................... Mary Agnes Dougherty
Oliver O'Shaughnessy ....................................................... Raymond Kimball
Dick Delany .................................................................................. Charles Bell
Susie Tynan ................................................................................. Phoebe Patterson
Pierce Hegarty ................................................................................ Grant Kelleher
Harold Mahony ............................................................................. Ella Burreson
Ellen Nolan ......................................................................................

THE SCENES—


Act II. The girls' bedroom. The same evening.

Act III. The dining room again. A few weeks later.

PRODUCTION STAFF—

Stage Manager.......................................................................... Harold Shaw
Assistants.................................................................................. Taylor Gardner, R. C. Shaver, Jr.
Lighting ....................................................................................... Philip Miller
Property Manager ........................................................................ Ruth Wallace
Assistants.................................................................................... Sylvia Sweetman, Helen Spencer
Business Manager ....................................................................... Jack Robinson
Assistant ...................................................................................... Lina Greene
Assistant to the Director .............................................................. Louise Kellams

Acknowledgement is gratefully made of the generosity and courtesy of the Dickinson Piano Company for the Victor Radio Electrola and records played between acts; to Mosby's, Inc., for the lighting fixtures used on the stage; and to a number of friends who have generously contributed to this production, we extend our sincere thanks.

After the Show

go to

THE HUT

ASK FOR A BLUEBIRD

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED!